Abstract. Forman introduced discrete Morse theory as a tool for studying CW complexes by collapsing them onto smaller, simpler-to-understand complexes of critical cells in [Fo]. Chari reformulated discrete Morse theory for regular cell complexes in terms of acyclic matchings on face posets in [Ch]. This paper addresses two questions: (1) under what conditions may several gradient paths in a discrete Morse function simultaneously be reversed to cancel several pairs of critical cells, to further collapse the complex, and (2) how to use lexicographically first reduced expressions for permutations (in the sense of [Ed]) to make (1) practical for poset order complexes.
Introduction
Forman introduced discrete Morse theory in [Fo] as a tool for studying the homotopy type and homology groups of finite CW-complexes. In joint work with Babson, we introduced a way of constructing a "lexicographic discrete Morse function" for the order complex of any finite poset with0 and1 from any lexicographic order on its saturated chains [BH] . Lexicographic discrete Morse functions have a relatively small number of critical cells: when one builds the complex by sequentially attaching facets in lexicographic order, each facet introduces at most one new critical cell; facets leaving the homotopy type unchanged do not contribute any new critical cells. The most natural of poset edge-labellings and chain-labellings seem to yield lexicographic discrete Morse functions in which one may easily give a systematic description of critical cells, but typically not minimal Morse functions.
The purpose of the present paper is to provide tools for "optimizing" discrete Morse functions by cancelling pairs of critical cells, both in general and specifically in lexicographic discrete Morse functions. We do not address the very interesting question of how to turn an arbitrary discrete Morse function into an optimal one, but rather provide tools that seem to work well at turning very natural discrete Morse functions on complexes that arise in practice, especially on poset order complexes, into ones with smaller Morse numbers (and often into optimal Morse functions). In examples, we have used these tools to establish homotopy type and connectivity results and for proving that posets are Cohen-Macaulay, without needing to find a shelling. Using our machinery typically seems to require somewhat 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 05E25, 55U10, 05A05, 57R70, 18G15. The author was supported by an NSF Postdoctoral Research Fellowship. lengthy proofs, but this is because there are several things one needs to check, each of which is often straightforward.
Our main results as far as machinery for constructing discrete Morse functions are: (1) that a pair of critical cells τ, σ in a lexicographic discrete Morse function may be cancelled whenever there is a certain type of gradient path from τ to σ, by virtue of a correspondence between gradient paths and certain types of reduced expressions for permutations, and (2) a criterion for reversing several gradient paths, each of which is individually reversible, to cancel several pairs of critical cells. Along the way, we introduce the notion of a least-content-increasing labelling, a class of labellings for which critical cell cancellation seems to be particularly manageable. We also provide an elementary new proof of the homotopy type for intervals in weak order of the symmetric group, a new characterization for lexicographically first reduced expressions for permutations which was needed to prove (1), and we show that discrete Morse functions interact well with filtrations.
Finally, we apply the above results to prove that two posets are homotopically Cohen-Macaulay: the poset P D(1 n , q) of collections of independent lines in a finite vector space, and the poset Π Sn of partitions of {1, . . . , n} into cycles. The former is the face poset of a matroid complex, and so is well-known to be shellable (see [Bj2] ), but is included to illustrate on a familiar example a strategy for constructing and optimizing a discrete Morse function that has also worked on much more complex examples. The latter poset was recently defined by Remmel as a new partial order on permutations in S n . See [HW] for a much harder application of our machinery to monoid posets. [HW] provides a connectivity lower bound for finite intervals in the partial order by divisibility on the monomials in the coordinate ring for a toric variety, in terms of the degree of any Gröbner basis for its toric ideal of syzygies; this yields information about Tor groups, via a result of [LS] (see also [PRS] , [HRW] ). The monoid posets in [HW] and a GL(n, q)-analogue of the partition lattice (defined by Shareshian) both break into subposets that are much like apartments; these "apartments" have labellings called least-content-increasing labellings (see Section 6) that are particularly amenable to critical cell cancellation. An observation from [HW] allows cancellation of critical cells within these subposets, using features of least-content-increasing labellings that we will develop in Section 6, despite the fact that we do know how to constuct such a well-behaved labelling for these posets globally. Thus, properties of least-content-increasing labellings may be useful for critical cell cancellation even in posets that do not possess such a nice global labelling.
We begin with a review of discrete Morse theory, but first we quickly recall terminology related to reduced expressions for permutations, since these will play a prominent role as a way of describing and analyzing gradient paths in lexicographic discrete Morse functions. Recall that any permutation may be expressed as a product of adjacent transpositions. Denote by s i the adjacent transposition swapping i and i + 1. An inversion in a permutation π is a pair (i, j) with i < j, π(i) > π(j). A reduced expression for π is a product of adjacent transpositions of smallest possible length, namely one in which each of the adjacent tranpositions increases the number of inversions by exactly one. Any two reduced expressions for the same permutation are connected by a series of braid relations, i.e. relations of the form s i • s j = s j • s i for |j − i| > 1 and s i • s i+1 • s i = s i+1 • s i • s i+1 . See [Hum] or [Ga] for more about reduced expressions for permutations. In our setting, permutations in S n will act by permuting the positions of labels in a label sequence of lenth n, so s i will swap the i-th and (i + 1)-st labels.
Forman introduced discrete Morse theory for CW complexes in [Fo] , then Chari provided a combinatorial reformulation for regular cell complexes in [Ch] . Most discrete Morse functions in the literature have used this combinatorial reformulation, in which one constructs an "acyclic matching" on the face poset of the complex. Let σ (d) denote a cell of dimension d. Forman defines a function f which assigns real values to the cells in a regular cell complex to be a discrete Morse function if for each cell σ (d) , the sets {τ
} each have cardinality at most one. Requiring this for every σ implies that for each σ, at most one of these cardinalities is nonzero. When both cardinalities are 0, σ is called a critical cell. Figure 1 gives an example of a discrete Morse function on a 1-sphere resulting from a height function. Critical cells record changes in topological structure as a complex is built by sequentially inserting cells in the order specified by the Morse function; the non-critical cells may be eliminated by a series of elementary collapses without changing the homotopy type or homology groups. The non-critical cells in a discrete Morse function always come in pairs σ (p) ⊆ τ (p+1) which prevent each other from being critical by satisfying f (σ) ≥ f (τ ). The elementary collapses eliminate these pairs of non-critical cells, using the fact that σ is a free face of τ in a certain partial complex (see Section 2 for more detail). Any discrete Morse function on a regular cell complex gives rise to a matching on its face poset, by pairing up non-critical cells that prevent each other from being critical and leaving critical cells unmatched. Recall that the face poset of a regular cell complex is the partial order on cells using comparability relations σ < τ for each σ in the boundary of the closure of τ . Observe that the face poset matching resulting from a discrete Morse function is always acyclic, because the edges are oriented in the direction in which f decreases. Conversely, many different (but in some sense equivalent) discrete Morse functions may be constructed from any face poset acyclic matching. Remark 1.2. Given an acyclic matching on a facet poset with n elements, the corresponding discrete Morse functions are the points in a cone in R n bounded by hyperplanes x i = x j coming from pairs of comparable poset elements v i < v j . The acyclic matching determines which side of each hyperplane contributes to the cone, and its acyclicity ensures that the cone is non-empty.
See Figure 2 for the acyclic matching corresponding to the discrete Morse function of Figure 1 . Let m i be the number of critical cells of dimension i in a discrete Morse function on ∆, and let b i denote the Betti number recording the rank of H i (∆). By convention, we include the empty set in our face poset, so as to get a reduced version of discrete Morse theory, and we letm i ,b i denote the reduced Morse numbers and reduced Betti numbers, respectively. Forman showed in [Fo] that ∆ collapses onto a CW-complex ∆ M which has m i cells of dimension i for each i, such that ∆ M is homotopy equivalent to ∆. The existence of such a complex ∆ M implies that the following results from traditional Morse theory, the first two of which are called the Morse inequalities, carry over to discrete Morse theory. Critical cells of dimension i will play the role of critical points of index i.
(
, with equality achieved when j = dim(∆) (3) Ifm i = 0 for i ≥ 0, then ∆ is collapsible. (4) Ifm i = 0 for all i = j for some fixed j, then ∆ is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of j-spheres.
Remark 1.3. Another consequence of the homotopy equivalence of ∆ to such a complex ∆ M is that any ∆ withm i (∆) = 0 for i < j is (j − 1)-connected. Figure 1 gives an example of a discrete Morse function with b 0 = b 1 = 1 and m 0 = m 1 = 2. Letting f (∅) = 1.5 turns this into a reduced discrete Morse function withb 0 = 0,m 0 =b 1 = 1 andm 1 = 2. The Morse numbers are larger than the Betti numbers because there is a critical cell of dimension 0 that is labelled 4 which locally looks as though it is creating a new connected component as the complex is built from bottom to top and there is a critical cell of dimension one that is labelled 5 which locally appears to be closing off a 1-cycle, but these two critical cells actually cancel each other's effect.
Recall that the order complex of a finite poset P with0 and1 is the simplicial complex, denoted ∆(P ), whose i-faces are chains0 < v 0 < · · · < v i <1 of comparable poset elements. Sinceχ(∆(P )) = µ P (0,1) (cf. [Ro] ), a discrete Morse function on ∆(P ) gives a Möbius function expression µ P (0,1) = j+1 i=0 (−1) im j−i , one of the original motivations of [BH] . A poset is homotopically Cohen-Macaulay if each interval is homotopy-equivalent to a wedge of spheres of top dimension. This implies Cohen-Macaulayness of ∆(P ) over any field, and that ∆(P is simply-connected. Remark 1.4. A shelling (see [Bj3] for background) immediately implies the existence of a discrete Morse function whose (reduced) critical cells are all topdimensional (cf. [Ch] , [BH] ). However, discrete Morse functions may also give information about simplicial complexes and CW-complexes that are not shellable.
For discrete Morse functions on non-regular CW-complexes, Forman also requires f (σ) < f (τ ) whenever σ is a non-regular face of τ . It is not clear a priori how to define a face poset for non-regular CW-complexes: for instance, one face may be incident to another in multiple ways (e.g. the real projective plane, viewed as a CW-complex with one 0-cell, one 1-cell and one 2-cell), or a cell may differ in dimension from top-dimensional cells in its boundary by more than one (e.g. a 2-sphere, viewed as a CW-complex with a 0-cell and a 2-cell). In Section 2, we use gradient paths in ∆ to construct a multi-graph version of a face poset, denoted P M , for the (potentially non-regular) CW-complex ∆ M , and we provide an analogue to Chari's acyclic matching construction.
Forman shows that whenever a discrete Morse function has two critical cells σ (p) and τ (p+1) such that there is a unique gradient path from τ to σ (i.e. a path upon which f decreases at each step), then one may obtain a new acyclic matching in which σ and τ are no longer critical by reversing this gradient path, since doing so cannot create any directed cycles. Such a reversal for instance straightens the 1-sphere in Figure 1 into one in which two of the critical cells have been eliminated. On the other hand, the minimal Morse numbers for the dunce cap are strictly larger than its Betti numbers, reflecting the fact that it is contractible but not collapsible.
In practice, we often need to reverse several gradient paths simultaneously, to cancel several pairs of critical cells. Section 2 shows that any acyclic matching on the multi-graph face poset P M specifies a collection of gradient paths that may be simultaneously reversed to obtain a larger acyclic matching on the original face poset F (∆). Section 3 shows how filtrations may be helpful for constructing acyclic matchings. Sections 4 and 6 focus more specifically on discrete Morse functions for poset order complexes. Section 4 briefly reviews from [BH] how to construct a discrete Morse function with relatively few critical cells for the order complex of any finite poset with0 and1 using any lexicographic order on its saturated chains. As an application, we give a short new proof of the result from [EW] that every interval in the weak order for the symmetric group is homotopy equivalent to a ball or to a sphere of a certain dimension. Section 6 shows how reduced expressions for permutations may be used in lexicographic discrete Morse functions to prove that a gradient path from one critical cell to another is unique, allowing the path to be reversed to cancel a pair of critical cells. Along the way, a new characterization is given for lexicographically first reduced expressions for permutations in Section 5.
For the most part, Sections 2-6 may be read in any order, except that Section 4 is prerequisite to Section 6. We will carry the example of a specific monoid poset through the whole paper. Section 7 illustrates our machinery on the poset of independent sets in a matroid. Section 8 proves that a partial order on permutations, defined by Jeff Remmel (personal communication), is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Cancelling critical cells via acyclic matchings on P

M
Recall from [Fo] that if there is a unique gradient path from a critical cell τ (p+1) to a critical cell σ (p) , then this path may be reversed to obtain a new discrete Morse function in which the two cells are no longer critical (similar to the situation with traditional Morse functions). We say that these critical cells cancel. Reversing the path cannot create any directed cycles, by virtue of the uniqueness of the gradient path from τ to σ. To see that we still get a matching, notice that the vertices along the path were all matched with other vertices along the path, and we have just redistributed how these are paired so as to incorporate the endpoints. This section addresses the question of when may several gradient paths be simultaneously reversed to cancel several pairs of critical cells.
Forman showed in [Fo] that a discrete Morse function gives a way of collapsing a regular cell complex ∆ onto a CW complex ∆ M of critical cells such that ∆ ≃ ∆ M . Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 together will give conditions under which several gradient paths may simultaneously be reversed, by analyzing the relationship between face incidences in ∆ M and gradient paths in ∆. In a sense, these results extend Chari's acyclic matching reformulation for discrete Morse theory from simplicial complexes to CW complexes which are obtained from regular CW-complexes by elementary collapses. In particular, this may sometimes allow one to find an acyclic matching on the complex ∆ M for a non-optimal discrete Morse function in order to further collapse the complex.
In [Ko] , Kozlov observed that whenever the critical cells from a discrete Morse function form a subcomplex ∆ C of the original complex ∆, then ∆ C = ∆ M and there is a sequence of elementary collapses leading from ∆ to ∆ M . However, the face incidences in ∆ M are not well-understood in general. In some sense, this section analyzes how the process of collapsing ∆ onto a homotopy equivalent complex ∆ M alters face incidences among critical cells. To this end, we first review the collapsing procedure resulting from an acyclic matching, as described very explicitly by Kozlov in [Ko, Theorem 3.2] .
Kozlov constructed ∆ M from the empty complex by sequentially attaching cells in a way that illustrates how ∆ collapses onto ∆ M , as follows. At each step, attach a single cell not yet in the complex, all of whose faces have already been attached. Choose any such cell c 1 , and if it is critical then glue it to the complex. Otherwise, c 1 is matched with a cell c M . Kozlov used the acyclicity of the matching to show that there is an attachment order for cells which allows each matched pair of non-critical cells to be inserted both at once with one a free face of the other, and hence collapsed away.
Observe from these elementary collapses that a critical cell σ (p) will be incident to a critical cell τ (p+1) in ∆ M if there is a gradient path from τ to σ in the discrete Morse function on ∆. Each such gradient path gives a distinct way in which σ is incident to τ in ∆ M , implying that σ is not a regular face of τ unless there is a unique gradient path from τ to σ.
Recall from [Mu] that any CW complex M is equipped with characteristic maps h τ : B → M sending a closed ball B of dimension p + 1 to τ (p+1) . A face σ (p) is a regular face of τ if (1) the restriction of h to h −1 (σ) is a homeomorphism and (2) the closure h −1 (σ) is a closed p-ball. If all face incidences in a CW complex are regular, then the complex is a regular CW complex. Regular cell complexes include all simplicial complexes and boolean cell complexes (as defined and studied in [Bj1] , [GS] , [St] ). On the other hand, the minimal CW complexes for a 2-sphere and the real projective plane have non-regular faces, as discussed in Section 1.
An irregular face occurs in ∆ M , for example, if two different p-faces of τ (p+1) in ∆ get identified with the same face σ through a series of elementary collapses leading from ∆ to ∆ M . On the other hand, if there is a directed path in F (∆) from a critical cell τ (p+1) to a critical cell σ (q) for q < p, and this path does not pass through any critical cells of intermediate dimension, then this is another circumstance under which σ is a non-regular face of τ in ∆ M . With these observations in mind, we define the multi-graph face poset, denoted P M , for the complex ∆ M of critical cells as follows:
(1) The vertices in P M are the cells in ∆ M , or equivalently the critical cells in the discrete Morse function M on ∆.
(2) There is one edge between a pair of cells σ (p) , τ (p+1) of consecutive dimension for each gradient path from τ to σ. Forman required f (σ) < f (τ ) for f to be a discrete Morse function on a complex in which σ is a non-regular face of τ . Notice that any discrete Morse function on the CW complex ∆ M gives rise to an acyclic matching on P M , by again orienting edges in the direction in which f decreases; by Forman's requirement, we will never match faces σ (p) , τ (p+1) which are incident in multiple ways or which differ in dimension by more than one. The remainder of this section will verify the converse, that any acyclic matching on P M implies the existence of a discrete Morse functions on ∆ M whose critical cells are the elements of P M left unmatched. Our approach is to use the matching on P M to construct an acyclic matching on F (∆) with exactly these critical cells, by showing that (in some sense) we may simultaneously reverse the gradient paths giving rise to the matching on P M . would imply that γ i has elements v i,1 , v i,2 for i = 1, 2 such that the original digraph has paths from from v 1,1 to v 2,2 , from v 2,1 to v 1,2 , and from v i,1 to v i,2 for i = 1, 2. This is because any cycle would necessarily include segments v i,2 → v i,1 for i = 1, 2 in the reversal of γ i . Thus, we obtain directed paths τ 1 → v 1,1 → v 2,2 → σ 2 and τ 2 → v 2,1 → v 1,2 → σ 1 in the original directed graph. This contradicts the identity being the unique permutation π with gradient paths from τ i to σ π(i) for each i. It is possible that a directed cycle visits the reversal of paths γ i several times, but as long as there is at least one visit to γ i we get the desired directed paths from τ i to σ π(i) .
We deal with larger r in a similar fashion. That is, suppose there is a directed cycle involving the reversals of gradient paths γ 1 , . . . , γ r . This cycle can be used to construct an alternate set of gradient paths from τ 1 , . . . , τ r to σ 1 , . . . , σ r , similarly to the r = 2 case. Now suppose some edge is shared by two different gradient paths γ i and γ j . Then the first and last edges shared by γ i , γ j must be oriented upward by matching, so that their endpoints are each only in a single matching edge. Thus, we get gradient paths from τ i to σ j and τ j to σ i by switching gradient paths at the shared edge, implying the existence of a transposition π meeting the hypotheses. 2
Remark 2.2. One way to ensure that a collection of gradient paths γ 1 , . . . , γ r which are individually reversible will satisfy the requirements of Proposition 2.1 is for the discrete Morse function f to satisfy f (τ i ) < f (σ j ) for each pair i < j. This more stringent requirement is used, for instance, in [BH] . Proof. Let M be the original acyclic matching on F (∆) that gave rise to the complex ∆ M of critical cells and its multi-graph face poset P M . We must show that simultaneously reversing all the gradient paths in F (∆) which correspond to edges in an acyclic matching for P M will give a new acyclic matching on F (∆). There are three things to check:
(1) that reversing this set of gradient paths is a well-defined operation. In particular, we must show that there are no edges in the Hasse diagram for F (∆) that must be reversed in one gradient path and cannot be reversed in another. (2) that reversing these gradient paths still gives a matching. (3) that reversing all of these gradient paths does not create any directed cycles.
To verify 1, note that any shared gradient path segments must be of the form U D . . . DU (letting U denote an upward-oriented edge and D denote a downwardoriented one), in order for the acyclic orientation of F (∆) to come from a matching. If one gradient path γ 1 needs this segment reversed, and another gradient path γ 2 which also involves this segment does not get reversed, then we claim that we may reverse the shared segment without reversing all of γ 2 . We still have a matching on the path γ 2 , since the shared segment begins and ends with non-matching edges after it is reversed. Reversing the shared segment in the course of reversing γ 1 also cannot create any directed cycles, or else our matching on P M would not have been acyclic, by the reasoning within Proposition 2.1.
The second requirement follows from the fact that each gradient path reversal still matches vertices along the gradient path with others along the same gradient path. The only conceivable difficulty would be if two gradient paths shared a segment U D . . . DU and we tried to reverse both paths, but then the matching for P M would have a directed cycle. The third requirement is immediate from Proposition 2.1. 2 Applications will be given after we develop a way of determining when a gradient path between a single pair of critical cells in a lexicographic discrete Morse function is reversible. We have found that result and the result of this section most useful when applied jointly.
Discrete Morse functions on filtrations
This section shows how a filtration may simplify the task of constructing an acyclic matching by splitting it into smaller, typically much more manageable pieces. We independently discovered Lemma 3.1, but it also appears as the "cluster lemma" in [Jo] , and the idea has been used widely (e.g. see [BBLSW] , [Hul] , [Ko] , and [Sh] ). The argument below also applies to non-regular CW complexes obtained from regular ones by a series of elementary collapses, using the generalized notion of acyclic matching from Section 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let ∆ be a regular CW complex which decomposes into collections ∆ σ of cells, indexed by the elements σ in a partial order P which has a unique minimal element0 = ∆ 0 . Furthermore, assume that this decomposition is as follows:
For each σ ∈ P , let M σ be an acyclic matching on the subposet of
Proof. Let D be the directed graph obtained by orienting the edges in any matching upward and all other edges in F (∆) downward. By design, D does not include any upward-oriented edges between cells in different components. Now suppose there is a downward-oriented edge from a cell in ∆ τ to a cell in ∆ σ for σ = τ . This implies σ ≤ τ , because ∪ ρ≤τ ∆ ρ is a subcomplex of ∆ and hence is closed under taking faces. If σ = τ , then σ < τ , which means it will be impossible for the directed path ever to return to ∆ τ since there can neither be upward nor downward oriented edges from earlier pieces of the decomposition to later ones. 2
The lexicographic discrete Morse functions of [BH] , to be discussed in Sections 4 and 6 may be viewed as coming from a filtration
, and F 1 , . . . , F k is a lexicographic order on the facets in a poset order complex.
Review of lexicographic discrete Morse functions
This section briefly reviews the lexicographic discrete Morse function from [BH] for poset order complexes, in preparation for Section 6. We also give an optimal lexicographic discrete Morse function on the weak order for the symmetric group, yielding a short new proof of a result from [EW] that every interval in the weak order for the symmetric group is a ball or a sphere of a specified dimension.
Any lexicographic order on the saturated chains of any finite poset P with minimal and maximal elements0 and1 gives rise to a discrete Morse function on its order complex with a relatively small number of critical cells as follows. Let λ be a labelling of Hasse diagram edges (or more generally, a chain-labelling) such that λ(u, v) = λ(u, w) for v = w. We obtain a total order F 1 , . . . , F r on facets of ∆(P ) by lexicographically ordering the label sequences on saturated chains. A key observation for the [BH] construction was that each of the maximal faces in F j ∩ (∪ i<j F i ) has rank set of the form, 1, . . . , i, j, . . . , n, i.e. it omits a single interval i + 1, . . . , j − 1 of consecutive ranks, by virtue of our use of a lexicographic order. Call the rank interval [i + 1, j − 1] a minimal skipped interval of F j with support i + 1, . . . , j − 1 and height j − i − 1. Call the collection of minimal skipped intervals for F j the interval system of F j .
Notice that the faces in F j \ (∪ i<j F i ), i.e. belonging to F j but not to any earlier facets, are the faces of F j that include at least one rank from each of the minimal skipped intervals of F j . For each j, [BH] constructs an acyclic matching on the set of faces in F j \ ∪ i<j F i . It is immediate from Proposition 3.1 (and is shown by other means in [BH] ) that the union of these matchings is acyclic on ∆(P ).
It is shown in [BH] that each F j \(∪ i<j F i ) has a single critical cell if the homotopy type of ∆(P ) changes with the attachment of F j , and otherwise F j \ (∪ i<j F i ) contains no critical cells. (See [BiH] for a related notion of shellability, called a weak shelling.) We say that F j contributes a critical cell when F j \ (∪ i<j F i ) has a critical cell. It turns out that F j contributes a critical cell if and only if the interval system of F j covers all ranks in F j ; the dimension of the critical cell is then one less than the number of intervals in the interval system, after a certain truncation procedure described below.
To construct a lexicographic discrete Morse function and compute the Morse numbers, one needs a labelling in which one may give a nice enough description of the minimal skipped intervals to determine which saturated chains contribute critical cells and what are their dimensions. To cancel critical cells by gradient path reversal, one will also need to understand the matching construction of [BH] enough to find gradient paths between critical cells and check their uniqueness. This paper will develop three examples: weak order for the symmetric group, posets of independent sets in a matroid, and a new partial order on the symmetric group.
For convenience in describing critical cells and the matching of [BH] , let us order the minimal skipped intervals I 1 , . . . , I m of F j so that their lowest rank elements (or equivalently their highest rank elements) sequentially increase in rank.
Description of critical cells:
• if the I-intervals of F j do not collectively have support covering all the ranks in F j , then F j does not contribute a critical cell • if the minimal skipped intervals of F j (namely the I-intervals) have disjoint support covering all ranks in F j , then the critical cell in
consists of the lowest rank from each of the minimal skipped intervals • if there is overlap in the minimal skipped intervals of F j , but they cover all ranks in F j , then iterate the following procedure to obtain the critical cell:
(1) include the lowest rank from I 1 in the critical cell (2) truncate all the remaining minimal skipped intervals by chopping off any ranks that they share with I 1 (3) discard I 1 and any skipped intervals that now strictly contain other intervals in our collection (4) re-index the remaining truncated minimal skipped intervals to begin with a new I 1 (5) repeat until there are no more minimal skipped intervals In order to cancel critical cells by reversing gradient paths in a discrete Morse function, one also needs to understand the acyclic matching itself.
Description of acyclic matching on F j \ ∪ i<j F i :
• If F j has no critical cells, then there is at least one cone point in F j ∩ (∪ i<j F i ), so match by including/excluding the lowest rank such cone point. Typically, this is at an ascent which is immediately preceded and followed by descents.
• Otherwise, match any non-critical cell based on the lowest rank I-interval where it differs from F j 's critical cell. Either the cell includes the lowest rank of that interval as well as additional ranks from the interval, or it lacks the lowest rank; we match be including/excluding the lowest rank of this interval Remark 4.1. If all the I-intervals in a lexicographic discrete Morse function on a poset P have height at most d−1, then ∆(P ) is at least (−1+
rk(P)−1 d−1 )-connected, and more generally each interval (x, y) in P is at least (−1+
) and the partial order on its monomials by divisibility. Label each covering relation m 1 ≺ m 2 by the quotient m 2 /m 1 . Order the labels x i < lex x j for each i < j. Consider the interval (1, x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 ), and in particular consider the saturated chain Figure 5 . This chain is labelled x 2 x 3 x 6 x 5 x 4 , or more compactly 23654 (recording indices). Notice that F j has three minimal skipped intervals I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , with support {1, 2}, {3}, and {4}, respectively. The interval I 1 results from the syzygy (x 2 x 6 −x 2 1 )x 3 = 0 which implies that the lexicographically earlier facet F i with label sequence 11354 overlaps with F j in a face skipping only ranks 1 and 2. The intervals I 2 and I 3 come from descents, since there will always be a lexicographically smaller ascent, due to our choice of labelling. The intervals I 1 , I 2 , I 3 are non-overlapping and cover F j , so F j contributes a critical cell Crit(F j ) with rank set {1, 3, 4}, namely the lowest ranks in the intervals I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 . Thus, Crit(F j ) = x 2 < x 2 x 3 x 6 < x 2 x 3 x 6 x 5 . 4.1. Application to the weak order for the symmetric group. In [EW] , Edelman and Walker study the poset of regions in a hyperplane arrangement with a chosen base region, partially ordered by inclusion of the set of hyperplanes separating a region from the base region B. They show that each interval in this poset is a ball or a sphere of a particular dimension, specifically: We have not considered whether lexicographic discrete Morse functions could yield more general results about posets of regions or higher Bruhat orders.
Proof. Label each covering relation by the simple reflection being applied. We will show that this labelling gives a lexicographic discrete Morse function from which the homotopy type result follows immediately.
First we characterize the minimal skipped intervals as being saturated chain segments which are labelled by reduced expressions of two types:
The point is that any I-interval results from a reduced expression to which Coxeter relations may be applied to obtain a lexicographically earlier reduced expression, and for the I-interval to be minimal, the reduced expression cannot contain any truncations which also have this property. Clearly, a pair of consecutive simple reflections gives rise to an I-interval if and only if the pair is of the form s j • s i for j > i + 1. An I-interval of height greater than one must come from a reduced expression which has no consecutive labels s j • s i for j > i + 1, by minimality. Thus, the reduced expression must begin
We will show that k = j. Minimality of I-intervals will then imply that this is the entire label sequence for the I-interval, since we have the lexicographically earlier reduced expression
a contradiction to minimality. On the other hand, if k > j then our reduced expression will contain a subexpression s j s j−1 s j+1 s j which will prevent us from ever reducing s j to a smaller label, a contradiction to the I-interval beginning with the label s j . Thus, k = j, proving the claim.
In a saturated chain contributing a critical cell, the I-intervals must completely cover the saturated chain. This forces the reduced expression ω labelling the saturated chain to have several properties. The first simple reflection in ω must be the largest to ever appear, and whenever there is a pair of consecutive reflections s j • s i with i < j − 1, then s i is at least as large as all simple reflections to come after it. One may also check that any consecutive series of reflections s j • s j−1 • · · · • s i+1 • s i with i < j must be immediately followed by s j • s j−1 • · · · • s i+2 • s i+1 or else either the saturated chain has no critical cell, or it may be cancelled. For example,
The details are left to the reader, but the point is to construct an acyclic matching on P M (as defined in Section 2) to cancel all forbidden critical cells: one may match any forbidden critical cell by shifting part of a descending sequence s j • s j−1 • · · · • s i+1 • s i of consecutive reflections to or from the immediate right of the next s j ; Theorem 6.6 may be used to show that there is a unique gradient path shifting labels in this fashion.
Once this cancellation is done, one may then show that an interval has a saturated chain contributing a critical if and only if the permutation given by reduced expressions on the interval does not have inversion pairs (i, j), (i, k) for i < j < k without also having (j, k), and also never has (j, k), (i, k) without (i, j). Thus, the letters in [n] are broken into blocks {1, . . . , n 1 }, {n 1 + 1, . . . , n 2 }, . . . , {n k−1 + 1, . . . , n} such that the permutation has exactly the inversion pairs (i, j) for i, j in the same block. This is equivalent to the above condition of Edelman-Walker, in the special case of the weak order on the symmetric group. The reduced expression giving a critical cell on such an interval is obtained by concatenating the unique allowable reduced expressions for reverse permutations, proceeding from blocks with larger values to blocks with smaller values.
The dimension of such a critical cell is −1 + k i=1 (n i − 1), as may easily be checked by counting the I-intervals and noting that the truncation procedure for constructing critical cells from I-intervals does not discard any I-intervals. This agrees with the dimension in the result of [EW] .
2 As an example, consider the interval (0,1) for the symmetric group S 4 . The unique critical cell is contributed by the saturated chain labelled s 3 s 2 s 1 s 3 s 2 s 3 . This saturated chain has two I-intervals, so the critical cell is 1-dimensional, agreeing with the fact that this interval has the homotopy type of a 1-sphere.
Lexicographically first reduced expressions for permutations
This section gives a new characterization for lexicographically first reduced expressions for permutations, in the sense of [Ed] . This will provide a very natural explanation for Theorem 2.5 of [Ed] , which characterized the "type" of any lexicographically first reduced expression, i.e. the possible vectors (m 1 , . . . , m n−1 ) where m i counts the number of appearances of the simple reflection s i in a lexicographically first reduced expression. Our main interest in Theorem 5.2 below is that it will help us in Section 6 to show that certain gradient paths in lexicographic discrete Morse functions are unique and hence reversible. [Ga] for one such proof.
Recall that a reduced expression for a permutation π is the lexicographically first reduced expression for π if its reduced word precedes all other reduced words for reduced expressions for π in lexicographic order, i.e. when we say w 1 < w 2 if w 1 has a smaller letter at the first place that the two words differ. (1) s i is never immediately followed by s j for j > i + 1 (2) s i+1 • s i • s i+1 never appear consecutively (3) There are no reduced expressions in the commutation class for
Proof. We first show that every permutation has at least one reduced expression meeting the requirements, then prove its uniqueness. To construct such a reduced expression, we view a reduced expression as a sorting procedure which uses adjacent transpositions to sort n numbers that are initially out of order. First shift the number n upward to the last position, then shift n−1 to the second to last position, and continue in this fashion, proceeding from the largest value to the smallest one. It is easy to check that this reduced expression meets the requirements. Alternatively, note that the reversal of the lexicographically first reduced expression for the inverse permutation must take this form.
To prove uniqueness, we first show that any allowable reduced expression γ has exactly one copy of s u for u the maximal index appearing in γ. If γ had two or more copies of s u , then there would be a copy of s u−1 between each pair of copies of s u , in order for γ to be reduced. Avoiding s u • s u−1 • s u in the commutation class would necessitate a second copy of s u−1 between the same two copies of s u , but this forces an intermediate s u−2 . We may continue in this fashion indefinitely to smaller and smaller indices, contradicting the finiteness of γ. Hence, γ has exactly one copy of s u .
A similar argument shows there is at most one copy of s u−1 on each side of the s u , and for each t, γ has at most one copy of s t−1 between each pair of consecutive copies of s t , at most s t−1 before the first s t and at most one after the final s t . Whenever an s t−1 appears between two copies of s t (or before the first copy of s t ), the s t−1 must immediately precede s t , since consecutive reflections s t ′ • s t for t ′ < t − 1 are not allowed. If the reduced expression has at least one copy of s t and of s t−d for d > 1, but no copies of s t−d ′ for 1 ≤ d ′ < d, then there is at most one copy of s t−d and it must appear after the last copy of s t . Thus, the position of every adjacent transposition is forced by those with higher indices, though we do have flexibility about whether to include every allowable adjacent transposition as we proceed from higher to lower indices. However, varying which adjacent transpositions are included will change the permutation itself, so there is at most one allowable reduced expression for any fixed permutation.
2 Proof. There is a unique reduced expression for π satisfying these conditions, by a virtually identical proof to the one used for Theorem 5.2. However, the lexicographically first reduced expression must satisfy these conditions, since otherwise a lexicographically earlier reduced expression could be obtained by applying a Coxeter relation. Thus, the lexicographically first reduced expression is the unique reduced expression for π satisfying these conditions. 2 In the language of [Ed] , the third condition says that ω is not C 1 -equivalent to any reduced expressions containing consecutive simple reflections s i+1 • s i • s i+1 .
Remark 5.4. Theorem 2.5 of [Ed] showed that a vector (m 1 , . . . , m n−1 ) is the type vector of a lexicographically first reduced expression if and only if 0 ≤ m n−1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ m i ≤ m i+1 + 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. This follows immediately from the arguments we use in the proof of Theorem 5.2 to show that s n−1 occurs at most once, our restrictions on possible locations for s i in terms of the locations of s i+1 and our existence construction in the proof of Theorem 5.2 which inductively describes how to construct a permutation whose lexicographically first reduced expression will achieve any such type vector.
Gradient paths in lexicographic discrete Morse functions
Given a lexicographic discrete Morse function whose edge or chain labelling satisfies some additional conditions, Theorem 6.6 will use properties of reduced expressions for permutations to show that any gradient path between a pair of critical cells that are related in a certain way will be unique, and hence may be reversed to cancel the pair of critical cells. There is probably an easier proof for Theorem 6.6 using inversions in permutations, but our hope is that our proof has the potential to be generalized to deal with nonsaturated chain segments, at least in the special case of least-content-labellings, as defined shortly.
Definition 6.1. A poset edge labelling is least-increasing if every interval has a (weakly) increasing chain as its lexicographically smallest saturated chain. A labelling is least-content-increasing if in addition the lexicographically smallest chain is at least as small as the increasing rearrangement of every other label sequence on the interval. Within a least-increasing labelling, any increasing chain that is not lexicographically smallest on its interval is called a delinquent chain.
Later we will show that least-content-increasing labellings satisfy the fairly technical conditions of Theorem 6.6 below. Notice that the least-increasing condition is less restrictive than an EL-labelling, since intervals may have several increasing chains. See Sections 7 and 8 as well as [HW] for examples of least-content-increasing labellings. Least-content-increasing labellings are particularly well-suited to cancelling pairs of critical cells whose label sequences have equal content, i.e. equal unordered multiset of labels, using the following observation:
Remark 6.2. If τ, σ are critical cells whose label sequences have equal content in a lexicographic discrete Morse function coming from a least-content-increasing labelling, then any gradient path from τ to σ must preserve content at each step and also may never introduce inversions. Thus, gradient paths steps must sort labels whenever the label sequence changes at all.
Recall that any gradient path from a critical cell τ (p+1) to a critical cell σ
must alternate between ranks p+1 and p, because it cannot contain two consecutive upward steps or end with an upward step. Denote the downward step in a gradient path which deletes the i-th element from a chain by d i . Denote by u r the unique upward step from a non-critical cell to its matching partner, if the newly inserted chain element is the r-th element in the chain. We will focus on gradient paths in lexicographic discrete Morse functions coming from labellings such that each d i deletes from a chain a descent and then u i replaces this by a lexicographically earlier ascent in which the two labels have been swapped. Thus, it is quite natural to view the pair of steps d i • u i as an adjacent transposition s i = (i, i + 1) swapping the labels in positions i, i+1 on the lexicographically earliest saturated chain containing the order complex faces.
Definition 6.3. An adjacent transposition s i acts effectively on a chain C that includes elements
v i−1 , v i , v i+1 of ranks i − 1, i,
i+ 1 and has a descent at rank i if s i sends C to a chain in which v i is replaced by v
′ i such that λ(v i−1 , v i ) = λ(v ′ i , v i+1 ) and λ(v i−1 , v ′ i ) = λ(v i , v i+1 ). A
reduced expression ω acts effectively on C if each of its adjacent transpositions acts effectively in turn.
Let λ(u, v) denote the sequence of edge labels on the lexicographically earliest saturated chain from u to v. Then s i acts effectively on a (not necessarily sat-
) by sorting labels into increasing order.
Definition 6.4. A poset edge-labelling (or chain-labelling) has the ordered level property if λ(u
For example, any product of chains has the ordered level property when each covering relations is labelled by the coordinate being increased. To apply Theorem 6.6, it will suffice to have the ordered level property on a subposet which includes the two critical cells σ, τ to be cancelled along with all cells with intermediate Morse function values. See [HW] for such an example, namely monoid posets.
In the next theorem, we will use reduced expressions for permutations to show that certain gradient paths are reversible. By convention, we apply adjacent transpositions from left to right.
Let τ (p+1) be a critical cell which includes ranks i 0 , i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j. Denote by u τ , v τ the elements at ranks i 0 , j, respectively in τ , and say that these are the k-th and l-th elements of τ , respectively. Let σ (p) be a critical cell that agrees with τ except between ranks i 0 and j. Theorem 6.6 will show that when a certain type of gradient path from τ to σ exists, then it is the only gradient path from τ to σ.
Remark 6.5. Theorem 6.6 will also apply to critical cells τ, σ where τ includes ranks i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j, k for k > j + 1, σ includes ranks i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, k, and τ, σ agree outside of the interval from rank i to k.
Thus, constructing such a path will show that the pair of critical cells may be cancelled by reversing the gradient path, yielding a larger acyclic matching in which these cells are no longer critical.
Theorem 6.6. Let M be a lexicographic discrete Morse function satisfying the ordered level property, with critical cells τ, σ as above. Suppose for each k < r < l, s r acts effectively on any chain C that (1) coincides with τ except strictly between ranks i 0 and j, (2) has a descent at rank r and (3) includes ranks r ± 1. Let ω be a reduced expression that acts effectively on τ (p+1) in such a way that ω followed by some d r for k < r < l yields a critical cell σ (p) that agrees with τ except between ranks i 0 and j. Then the resulting gradient path from τ to σ is unique and hence reversible unless the gradient path ends with steps s r+1 • s r • d r+1 or differs by commutation relations from one ending this way. In this case, there are exactly two gradient paths from τ to σ.
Proof. Let ω * = ω • s i , where i is the rank of the final downward step d i in the given gradient path from τ to σ.
We break the proof into the following three parts:
(1) If ω * involves only s k+1 , . . . , s l−1 , then ω * does not contain any consecutive adjacent transpositions s t • s u for u > t + 1. It also avoids consecutive adjacent transpositions s t+1 • s t • s t+1 , except when the second s t+1 occurs as the final downward step. Furthermore, ω * is not equivalent up to commutation relations to any reduced expression involving s t+1 • s t • s t+1 except with the second s t+1 as the final downward step.
(2) Let π be the permutation which has ω * as one of its reduced expressions. Every gradient path γ from τ to σ corresponds to a reduced expression for π. That is, γ has the form d i1 • u i1 • · · · • d iq for some indices i 1 , . . . , i q such that s i1 • · · · • s iq is a reduced expression for π. (3) Every permutation has a unique reduced expression that avoids consecutive transpositions s i • s j for j > i + 1 and whose commutation class avoids s i+1 • s i • s i+1 . In addition, every permutation has at most one reduced expression that avoids consecutive adjacent transpositions s i •s j for j > i+1 and whose commutation class avoids s i+1 • s i • s i+1 except as the final three steps. Thus, the gradient path ω from τ to σ is unique, except in the designated case where there are two gradient paths.
Let us begin with (1). Note that the series of steps d t • u t • d u for u > t + 1 yields a chain that lacks rank u, but which has an ascent at rank t; thus, the chain is the top of an "up" edge in the directed graph on the face poset of its order complex, because it is matched with the lower-dimensional face in which the cone point coming from the ascent at rank t is deleted. Thus, the gradient path has no upward step u u available, and so cannot be completed. Similarly, the steps
yield a chain with rank t + 1 omitted, but which has an ascent at rank t. As before, this is the top of a matching edge, implying there is no "up" edge from it continuing the gradient path. A reduced expression in the same commutation class as one containing s t+1 • s t • s t+1 also gets stuck after the second d t+1 , by the same reasoning, unless this is the final step. In the special case where ω * is equivalent up to commutation relations to a reduced expression which ends with steps s t+1 • s t • s t+1 , we obtain the second gradient path as follows. Apply the braid relation to obtain s t • s t+1 • s t then consider the unique reduced expression obtained from this by commutation relations, which avoids ever having s i followed by s j for j > i + 1. This reduced expression will end with s t , i.e. with steps d t followed by u t . Although this does not give the desired critical cell because the wrong ranks are covered on J-intervals, now we may apply d t+1 to obtain the desired critical cell, because now we have only the lowest rank from each J-interval. Now we turn to (2). Notice that τ and σ must agree up through rank i 0 , since ω leaves these ranks unchanged. Thus, every gradient path from τ to σ must also leave ranks 1, . . . , i 0 fixed in order for the discrete Morse function f to be nonincreasing along the gradient path from τ to σ, and in particular to be bounded above and below by f (τ ) and f (σ), respectively. The ordered level property ensures that every gradient path from τ to σ also must leave ranks j and higher untouched, because τ, σ agree at these upper ranks. Thus, a gradient path may only use steps of the form d r , u r for k < r < l.
We are forced to follow each such d r by the upward step u r , because applying d r to a chain C ensures that d r (C) has an ascent (and hence a cone point in d r (C) \ (∪ Fi< lex dr(C) F i )) on the newly uncovered interval. There must be no lower cone points, or we would be stuck at the top of an up edge. Each pair of steps d r • u r for r > j + 1 swaps two consecutive chain labels if the labels are out of order prior to d r , so that a series of effective steps
eliminates exactly the same inversions that s i1 • · · · • s iq would. Thus, every gradient path corresponds to an expression for π as a product of adjacent transpositions.
What remains to show is that non-reduced expressions for permutations do not give rise to gradient paths. However, a non-reduced expression for π will eventually apply some adjacent transposition s r at a rank r where the labels λ 1 , λ 2 are increasing. But the downward step d r would not go in the direction the Morse function decreases, a contradiction, because the edge would be a matching edge if λ 1 , λ 2 is the lowest increasing pair of consecutive labels in the chain obtained by deleting rank r. Otherwise, the subsequent upward step is forbidden in the non-reduced expression, because the chain would instead match by inserting or deleting a lower rank cone point. Either way, the gradient path cannot be completed.
The first statement in Part (3) was proven as Theorem 5.2. The second statement is proven using similar ideas. The point is again that there can be at most one copy of an adjacent transposition s i between each pair of copies of s i+1 , with the unique exception that once we may have two copies of s i after the final s i+1 , but then we must have one copy of s i−1 between the copies of s i . In [HW] , the preceding theorem is applied to monoid posets to provide connectivity lower bounds in terms of Gröbner basis degree. Monoid posets are not Cohen-Macaulay in general, so something other than shelling was needed.
Example 6.9. Recall the poset from Example 4.2. Consider the saturated chains F j and F i , labelled 26543 and 23654, respectively. F j has minimal skipped intervals with rank sets {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}. The first interval results from a syzygy, and the others come from descents. The facet F i was already discussed in Example 4.2. F j and F i contribute critical cells τ = x 2 < x 2 x 6 < x 2 x 6 x 5 < x 2 x 6 x 5 x 4 and σ = x 2 < x 2 x 3 x 6 < x 2 x 3 x 6 x 5 , respectively. There is a gradient path Figure 6 . Theorem 6.6 ensures that this Figure 6 . A gradient path between two critical cells is the only gradient path from τ to σ, implying it is reversable, and hence that σ and τ may be cancelled. The point is that x 3 is non-essential to the syzygy in σ, allowing it to be shifted to its location in τ above the syzygy interval. Theorem 6.6 ensures that there is a unique way for a gradient path to shift the label x 3 downward from its position in τ to inside the syzygy interval in σ.
Next is an example with two gradient paths from τ (p+1) to σ (p) , where we examine orientation to determine that τ (p+1) has 0 boundary due to cancellation.
Example 6.10. Consider the semigroup ring k[x 1 , . . . , x 7 ]/(x 4 x 5 x 6 − x 1 x 2 x 3 ) ∼ k[ab, cd, ef, ad, be, cf, g] and the partial order on its monomials by divisibility. As before, label poset edges with the indices of the variables being multiplied. Let us examine the interval (1, x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 ). It has a critical 1-cell σ in the saturated chain labelled 7, 4, 5, 6 and it has critical 2-cells τ 1 , τ 2 in the saturated chains labelled 7, 3, 2, 1 and 7, 6, 5, 4, respectively. The order complex has 2-sphere coming from τ 1 , and then attaching σ gives a wedge of a 2-sphere with a 1-sphere. When we next attach τ 2 , notice that there are two gradient paths from τ 2 to σ, and σ is incident to τ in two different ways (coming from two distinct series of collapses).
To decide whether attaching τ 2 creates a 2-sphere or a copy of RP 2 , we need to examine relationships between orientations (see [Fo] for more about orientation).
The orientations are such that τ 2 has 0 boundary, due to cancellation, and we deduce that ∆(1, x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 ) consists of a pair of 2-spheres, joined at two distinct points, and has Betti numbersb 0 = 0,b 1 = 1,b 2 = 2. Now let us check that Theorem 6.6 applies to least-content-increasing labellings.
Proposition 6.11. If a labelling is least-content-increasing, then Theorem 6.6 holds for τ, σ of equal content without needing to assume the ordered-level property or that ω acts effectively.
Proof. The initial and final saturated chains have the same label content. On the other hand, any step to a saturated chain with different content must have smaller content, making it impossible to restore any changes that are ever made in content. Thus, content must be preserved at each step. This together with the fact that the labelling is least-increasing implies that each gradient path downward step which changes the label sequence will specifically sort labels on the interval where the chain element was deleted. Assuming τ and σ agree above rank s means in particular both have the same set of labels in the same order above rank s. Any gradient path step involving ranks above s must sort labels from this fixed order above rank s, precluding completion of the gradient path to σ, since gradient path steps can never create new inversions above rank s. Thus, we are assured that all ranks above s are left untouched by all gradient paths from τ to σ.
The fact that ω acts effectively is automatic from the fact that each downward step in our gradient path sorts labels on the uncovered interval, because the label is least-increasing.
2 Recall from Example 4.2 the saturated chain F j that is labelled x 2 x 3 x 6 x 5 x 4 , which contributes the critical cell σ = x 2 < x 2 x 3 x 6 < x 2 x 3 x 6 x 5 . In Example 6.9, we used reduced expressions for permutations (and in particular, Theorem 6.6) to show that there is a unique gradient path from τ = x 2 < x 2 x 6 < x 2 x 5 x 6 < x 2 x 4 x 5 x 6 to σ, given by the reduced expression s 4 • s 3 • s 2 . Now we will use Theorem 2.3 to cancel several gradient paths simultaneously by collecting critical cells into a Boolean algebra within P M .
Example 6.12. Each subset T of S = {x 3 , x 4 , x 5 } corresponds to a critical cell Crit(T ) belonging to a facet F (T ), as follows. The facet F (T ) has label sequence x 2 x T x 6 x (S\T ) rev , where x T is the list of members of T in increasing order, and x (S\T ) rev is the list of members of S \ T listed in decreasing order. Notice that F (T ) has one minimal skipped interval labelled x 2 x T x 6 coming from the syzygy x 2 x 6 = x Figure 7 . This Boolean algebra has covering relations Crit(T ∪ {x i }) ≺ Crit(T ) for each T ⊆ S and each x i ∈ S \ T . Matching T \ {x 3 } with T ∪ {x 3 } for each T gives a complete acyclic matching on the Boolean algebra.
7. The Cohen-Macaulay property for the poset P D(1 n , q) of partial decompositions of an n-dimensional vector space over F q into 1-dimensional subspaces Let V be a finite vector space, i.e. an n dimensional vector space over a finite field F F q . Let P D(1 n , q) denote the poset of partial decompositions of V into 1-dimensional subspaces. That is, the elements of P D(1 n , q) are collections l 1 , . . . , l r of linearly independent lines in V , with a maximal element1 adjoined. P D(1 n , q) has covering relations u ≺ v if v is obtained from u by adding another linearly independent line to the collection. P D(1 n , q) is the poset of independent sets for the matroid whose ground set consists of the lines in V , i.e. the points in the projective space P PV . Thus, P D(1 n , q) is shellable, by virtue of its order complex being the barycentric subdivision of a matroid complex (see [Bj2] ). However, Cohen-Macaulayness may also easily be proven using discrete Morse theory in a way that is indicative of how our machinery also seems to apply to much more complex posets.
We will construct a discrete Morse function based on an ordering for the ground set of lines in V , then use gradient path reversal to optimize the Morse function into one which has only top-dimensional critical cells. The surviving critical cells are indexed by matroid bases with internal activity 0, allowing us to recover the fact that a matroid complex has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres of top dimension, where the number of spheres is the number of matroid bases with internal activity 0. Though our proof is for a specific matroid complex, the same argument work will work without modification for any isthmus-free matroid.
7.1. Construction of lexicographic discrete Morse function. First we need an edge-labelling, then we will study the resulting lexicographic discrete Morse function. Following matroid theory, we call the set of all lines in V our ground set, and choose an ordering ω on the ground set. Label each covering relation {l 1 , . . . , l r } < {l 1 , . . . , l r+1 } with the line l r+1 being added to the set of linearly independent lines, and use the order ω on the ground set to order our labels. The resulting lexicographic order on the label sequences on saturated chains gives rise to the lexicographic discrete Morse function we will use.
Proposition 7.2. This labelling is least-content-increasing.
Proof. Notice that any descent comes from a consecutive pair of lines l j , l i with the larger one (in terms of the order ω) inserted first. This insertion order may be reversed to obtain an earlier saturated chain on the interval which has the same content.
2 Recall from matroid theory: Definition 7.3. Any independent set of lines that spans V is a basis. An element l in a basis B is internally active in B if l cannot be replaced by a smaller element of F (with respect to ω) to obtain an alternate basis for F . In other words, a vector l is internally active when there are no smaller vectors whose unique expression in terms of B has nonzero coefficient for l. The internal activity of a basis is the number of internally active elements in it.
Our first task is to characterize minimal skipped intervals. (1) The label for x ≺ y 1 is not internally active in B.
(2) The label on each y i ≺ y i+1 is internally active in B.
Proposition 7.5. The lexicographic discrete Morse function given by our ground set labelling/ordering has exactly the following minimal skipped intervals.
(1) label sequence descents (2) top intervals
Proof. An interval may only have one increasing chain unless the interval is of the form (x,1), since our labelling restricted to (x, y) for y =1 is the standard EL-labelling on a Boolean algebra. Thus, all minimal skipped intervals come from either descents or intervals (x,1), since our labelling is least-content-increasing. For a skipped interval (x,1) to be a minimal skipped interval in a saturated chain M =0 ≺ m 1 ≺ m 2 ≺ · · · ≺ x ≺ y ≺ · · · ≺1, there must be an earlier saturated chain M ′ that agrees with M through x but has covering relation x ≺ y ′ with strictly earlier label w ′ than the label w on x ≺ y. Let w 1 , . . . , w i be the labels on covering relations in the saturated chain M below x. Then w ′ is not in the span of the vectors w 1 , . . . , w i , since w 1 , . . . , w i , w ′ extends to a basis. But for the skipped interval (x,1) to be minimal, w ′ must be in w 1 , . . . , w i , w , because otherwise the expression for w ′ in terms of B would involve some later label, causing that label to not be internally active. This would mean there would be a smaller minimal skipped interval beginning later in that saturated chain, a contradiction. Thus, the expression for w ′ in terms of B must involve w, which means w may be replaced by w ′ to obtain a new basis, implying w is not internally active. If any later label were internally active, that would contradict the minimality of our minimal skipped interval from x to1, so we have shown that any minimal skipped interval not coming from a descent must be a top interval. Proof. A saturated chain contributes a critical cell if and only if its minimal skipped intervals cover all ranks, so the saturated chain must have descending labels up until a minimal skipped interval (x,1). However, top intervals are the only minimal skipped intervals of the form (x,1). 2 7.2. Cancellation of critical cells. This section uses a notion called the nonessential set of a saturated chain to collect critical cells into Boolean algebras within P M . We will use complete acyclic matchings on these Boolean algebras, whenever the non-essential set is nonempty, to construct an acyclic matching on P M . The idea will be to choose the non-essential set in such a way that any subset S of the non-essential set will index a critical cell in such a way that the critical cells given by subsets of the non-essential set sit inside P M as a Boolean algebra. To make things consistent, it will be important to define the non-essential set in a way that does not depend on the order in which labels appear on a saturated chain, to ensure that all saturated chains indexed by subsets of the non-essential set will have the same non-essential set.
Definition 7.7. The non-essential set of a saturated chain N , denoted N E(N ), is the set of internally active labels on N .
Let a < b 1 < b 2 < · · · < b n be the labels on N . Let b S denote the label sequence
In this notation, each saturated chain that contributes a critical cell is labelled b (S C ) rev ab S for some set of labels and some choice of S. Proof. This is immediate from our characterization of minimal skipped intervals together with the fact that permuting the order in which 1-spaces are created in a saturated chain does not affect whether they are internally active in the basis B. 2
We will refer to the critical cell contributed by the saturated chain b (T C ) rev ab T as being indexed by T , and denote this as Crit(T ).
The next lemma will be applied both to P D(1 n , q) and to the poset discussed in Section 8. Proof. One may easily construct a gradient path from Crit(U ) to Crit(U ∪ {i}) for any U ⊆ T , i ∈ T \ U by shifting the label i upward from its position in the descending part of a saturated chain to the interior of the top interval. That is, downward steps in the gradient path delete the chain element immediately above i, then upward steps replace the newly uncovered descent by the ascent which has the pair of labels sorted. To deduce uniqueness of each such gradient path, we use the version of Theorem 6.6 given in Remark 6.5, since the labelling on P D(1 n , q) is a least-content-increasing labelling. The fact that there are no other gradient paths because critical cells of consecutive dimension follows from the fact that there cannot be a gradient path from Crit(U 1 ) to Crit(U 2 ) if the saturated chain contributing the latter has any inversions not present in the former; if there is any j ∈ U 1 \ U 2 , then Crit(U 2 ) will have an inversion between j and the minimal label on the saturated chain, and this inversion will be missing from Crit(U 1 ). Thus, we are done. 2
Corollary 7.11. The critical cells indexed by subsets of N E(N ) sit inside P M as a Boolean algebra.
Proof. It is easy to check that the conditions of Lemma 7.10 are met since P D(1 n , q) −1 is a simplicial poset in which each interval receives the standard EL-labelling for a Boolean algebra. 2 Proposition 7.12. The union of the complete acyclic matchings on these Boolean algebras is an acyclic matching on P M .
Proof. The point is to preclude directed cycles involving multiple Boolean algebras, by showing that once we pass from one Boolean algebra to another, we may never return to the original Boolean algebra. The idea is to partially order the Boolean algebras resulting from various label contents and notice that any gradient path which passes from one Boolean algebra to another must be a step downward in our partial order on Boolean algebras, making it impossible for a cycle to return to the original Boolean algebra. The partial order is on choices of basis for V , where by convention each basis vector must have a leading 1. One basis B 1 will be smaller than another basis B 2 in our partial order if B 1 is obtained from B 2 by replacing a single vector by a lexicographically smaller vector. Notice that a downward step in the face poset on the order complex ∆(P D(1 n , q)) deletes a single chain element, either preserving the earliest coatom possible in an extension to a saturated chain, or else causing this coatom to decrease in our partial order on bases. Proof. It suffices to show that each interval has critical cells only of top dimension. This is done by cancelling critical cells in the lexicographic discrete Morse function resulting from our edge-labelling. Theorem 2.3 ensures that we can cancel the critical cells belonging to our union of complete acyclic matchings on Boolean algebras, since this is an acyclic matching on P M . Remark 7.8 ensures that every critical cell that is not top-dimensional belongs to such a Boolean algebra B n for n ≥ 1, and hence to a Boolean algebra in which all cells are indeed matched and cancelled. Thus, the interval (0,1) is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of top dimension. Note that the surviving critical cells are labelled by the decreasing chains with empty non-essential set, i.e. where none of the labels are internally active. There is one such saturated chain for each basis with internal activity 0, yielding the homotopy type result.
The same labelling and argument works for intervals (x,1). Let x = l 1 , . . . , l r , and note that the labels given by bases for l 1 , . . . , l r cannot belong to the nonessential set of a saturated chain on this interval. Intervals (0, y) for y =1 are Boolean algebras, and hence are shellable, so Cohen-Macaulayness follows. Jeff Remmel recently defined the following permutation-analogue of the partition lattice (personal communication). Let Π Sn be the poset of permutations in S n partially ordered as follows, with a maximal element1 adjoined. A permutation σ covers a permutation π if π may be obtained from σ by splitting a single cycle of σ (written in cycle notation) into two smaller cycles by the following procedure: let a 1 , . . . , a r be the elements of the cycle in σ listed in such a way that σ(a i ) = a i+1 for each i. Choose some S ⊆ [r], and let τ have cycles (a i1 , . . . , a i k ) with S = {i 1 , . . . , i k } and (a j1 , . . . , a j r−k ) with [r] \ S = {j 1 , . . . , j r−k }. In other words, σ is obtained from τ by shuffling together two cycles of τ to obtain one larger cycle, with any cyclic shift of each cycle allowed prior to shuffling. (It may help to think of our shuffling as taking place on two labelled circles, in which shuffling amounts to some interspersing of labels.)
Remark 8.1. The number of poset elements at corank k is the signless Stirling number of the first kind c(n, k). The coatoms are the (n − 1)! possible permutations which are n-cycles.
Remmel previously showed that all intervals (x, y) for y =1 are isomorphic to intervals in the partition lattice, and hence are EL-shellable (personal communication). In particular, intervals (0, y) for y a coatom have (n − 1)! decreasing chains, so have Möbius function µ(0, y) = (−1) n−1 (n − 1)!. We will show that Π Sn is Cohen-Macaulay, but it remains open whether or not it is shellable. 8.1. Construction of lexicographic discrete Morse function. Label covering relations with ordered pairs (i, π) where i is an integer and π is a permutation in S [2,n] , as follows. Each covering relation u < v (for v not the unique top element) merges two cycles C 1 , C 2 by shuffling them. Let i = max(min C 1 , min C 2 ) and let π be the lexicographically smallest permutation obtainable from v by shuffling the cycles of v (as defined above).
Order labels i linearly and order permutations π by the lexicographic order on their expressions in one-line notation. The integer label takes precedence over the permutation for ordering labels. There is no need for labels on the covering relations u ≺1 since we already get a total order on saturated chains without labelling these covering relations. Proof. This is immediate for intervals (x, y) with y =1, since then we have an interval in the partition lattice, and the first coordinate gives an EL-labelling in which all label sequences have equal content. If y =1, then the saturated chains with smallest content are those whose coatom is the lexicographically smallest permutation π obtainable by shuffling together the cycles in x. Each such saturated chain has label set {(i, π)|2 ≤ i ≤ n}, i.e. with second coordinate fixed as π. The lexicographically smallest saturated chain on our interval is the unique increasing chain with this content, implying the result.
2 Next we characterize the minimal skipped intervals. Recall that a saturated chain contributes a critical cell to the order complex if and only if its interval system covers all ranks, so we will some also characterize which saturated chains contribute critical cells.
There are choices for how to list the elements of a cycle, resulting from our ability to cyclically shift elements of the cycle; by convention, we list cycle elements in the order they will eventually appear in a coatom of the saturated chain being considered.
(1) there is a coatom above x that is smaller than y l (2) y l is the smallest coatom above y 1 Proposition 8.5. A saturated chain N has exactly the following types of minimal skipped intervals:
(1) descents (2) top intervals Proof. The fact that the labelling is least-content-increasing implies that every descent gives a minimal skipped interval of height one, and that all other minimal skipped intervals come from delinquent chains. However, our labelling restricted to any interval (x, y) for y =1 is essentially the standard EL-labelling for the partition lattice, so delinquent chains are only possible on intervals (x,1), and then must take the form above.
2 Thus, any saturated chain contributing a critical cell must have descending labels immediately followed by a top interval.
8.2. Cancelling critical cells. Similarly to in P D(1 n , q), we will use non-essential sets to collect critical cells into Boolean algebras. It will be desirable for the nonessential set of a saturated chain to depend only on its coatom permutation σ (specifically on the inversions in σ) and on the following tree structure associated to saturated chains. Definition 8.6. A covering relation merging cycles C 1 , C 2 gives rise to a merge step e i,j , where i = min C 1 and j = min C 2 . We associate a labelled tree with 1 as its root to a saturated chain by choosing the edges e i,j coming from merge steps in the saturated chain. Notice that labels are decreasing along tree paths to the root, and there are (n − 1)! such trees.
The non-essential set of a saturated chain will be a certain subset of its merge steps. It will develop that these two pieces of data associated to a saturated chain, namely its co-atom and tree structure, will remain constant on certain Boolean algebras of critical cells, ensuring that all elements of such a Boolean algebra have the same non-essential set. To decide which merge steps belong to the non-essential set, we will need a notion of forced and unforced inversions in the co-atom permutation, The non-essential set of a saturated chain will consist of those merge steps which shuffle two cycles in the lexicographically smallest possible way. Definition 8.7. A merge step e m1,m2 in a saturated chain with co-atom σ is said to have an unforced inversion if σ has an inversion (i, j) with i, j belonging to the two distinct cycles, C 1 , C 2 , respectively, to be merged by e m1,m2 , but C 1 has no inversions (i, k) with i < j < k. Any other inversions between elements of C 1 , C 2 are said to be forced.
The following lemma will help us to define non-essential sets as consisting of merge steps with no unforced inversions. i 1 ), (1, i 2 ) , . . . , (1, i l ) with i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i l such that e (1,i1) has at least one unforced inversion, but all subsequent merge steps e (1,ij ) have only forced inversions.
Proof. Let a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) and b = (b 1 , . . . , b l ) be two permutation cycles, cyclically shifted to have their smallest elements listed first. Now view the sequences a 1 , . . . , a k and b 1 , . . . , b l as two tapes to be read from left to right. To merge the sequences in the lexicographically smallest possible way, we proceed as follows:
(1) Compare the current positions on the a and b tapes at each step.
(2) Choose the smaller of the two values currently being viewed. (3) Append this number to the shuffled sequence being constructed. (4) Move forward one position on the tape from which we chose a number.
From this viewpoint, it is clear that we cannot add b j > a i to the merged sequence before putting a i into the merged sequence unless there is some a i ′ > b j appearing earlier than a i on the a-tape, since we will not choose b j until the a-tape is at a value a i ′ that is larger than b j . Thus, for a and b to be merged in the lexicographically smallest possible way, all inversions between a and b must be forced inversions.
In the other direction, if a and b are merged in a way that is not lexicographically smallest possible, consider the first place where the merged sequence differs from the lexicographically smallest choice. That is, consider the first step where we compare an element a i on the a tape to an element b j on the b tape and choose the larger of the two. Without loss of generality, say a i < b j . For this to be the first deviation from the lexicographically smallest choice, we are assured that there are no (a i , c) inversions on the a tape for a i < b j < c, because once such a c is reached on the tape, we are assured that one tape or the other will have some d ≥ c as its current value until either we reach the end of one tape or the other, or we deviate from the lexicographically smallest choice of how to merge the two tapes. Thus, we cannot get to the state of having a i , b j , which are both smaller than c, as the current states of the two tapes, without deviating from the lexicographically smallest merged sequence before this, a contradiction.
2 We have already associated a tree structure T (N ) to each saturated chain N . To define the non-essential set of N , we will also need a set partition on [2, n] . We obtain this partition, denoted Π(N ), from T (N ) by deleting all tree edges of the form (1, i), then taking the graph components as the partition blocks. Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 8.8. To see that tree structure is preserved, the point is to show that the block minimums are preserved, since the tree edge connect block minimums at merge steps. Shifting (1, i) upward to within the top interval or downward to the decreasing segment of labels can only change block minimums for blocks whose minimum element is i. However, any merge steps (i, j) for j > i must occur below the lower of the two positions where (1, i) may appear. Theorem 2.3 tells us that any acyclic matching on P M will give a collection of pairs of critical cells that may be cancelled simultaneously. Notice that the standard complete matching on each Boolean algebra B n for n ≥ 1 is clearly acyclic. Next we show that the union of complete acyclic matchings on Boolean algebras B n in P Proof. Similarly to with P D(1 n , q), we partially order Boolean algebras of critical cells and show that gradient paths may only proceed from later Boolean algebras to strictly earlier ones in this partial order.
Any gradient path from one Boolean algebra to another one must either alter the coatom in a way that makes it smaller in lexicographic order or must alter the tree structure by turning a pair of edges (i, j), (j, k) into the pair of edges (i, j), (i, k). Thus, we partially order coatoms lexicographically and order tree structures by making covering relations (i, j), (i, k) < (i, j), (j, k). Upward steps are impossible in both partial orders, so we can never return to the original Boolean algebra. Thus, we get acyclicity of the entire matching from the fact that the matching on each individual Boolean algebra is acyclic. Proof. The optimized discrete Morse function has only top-dimensional critical cells, ensuring the interval (0,1) is homotopy-equivalent to a wedge of spheres of top dimension. The proof extends to arbitrary intervals as follows. Remmel previously observed that intervals (x, y) with y =1 are shellable. Our discrete Morse function easily generalizes to intervals (x,1) by excluding from the non-essential set of a saturated chain restricted to (x,1) any labels appearing below x. We may still define forced and unforced inversions in terms of co-atom permutations. 
